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Color Management Concepts

How Color Management Works - Defining and Converting Color between Devices:

• How Color Science Works - Conversions between Color Systems
We have seen the major color systems used in the United States for Television Broadcast, Computer system programming and displays, Textiles and the Graphics 
industry. What we have not discussed is how to manage color through multiple stages and CAD processes. This can be as simple as just moving files from one 
system to another and guessing at how color will be managed or as sophisticated as tagging files with a complete color management language inside of the files 
themselves. Color can be defined in exact ways in modern color management workflows.

To have accurate color management, quite a number of variables need to be taken into 
consideration.

• What is white?
• What is black?
• What is a true neutral gray?
• What is red, blue or green, and all the other colors?
• What will the output device reproduce for color?
• How will the colors be defined and communicated?

How do you define these colors in terms that a computer can understand and convert between the 
color spaces of the original subject, to a digitized version of it, to a color model that the computer 
understands, to displaying it on a monitor and them converting it to the color you need back in the 
physical world. These are all questions that color management handles. Luckily, there are provisions 
for all these questions and more in modern color theory. We will explore these in the next few pages to 
help understand the objective and subjective nature of human color perception.

Conversions of RGB to HSV and HSL Color
Both hue and chroma are defined based on the projection 

of the RGB cube onto a hexagon in the “chromaticity plane”. 
Chroma is the relative size of the hexagon passing through 
a point, and hue is how far around that hexagon’s edge the 
point lies. A 3D diagram helps to visualize the movement of 

color from one color space to another.

Credit: W
ikipedia & Jacob Rus
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How Color Management Works - Defining and Converting Color between Devices:

• How Color Science Works - Conversions between Color Systems
Once the variables of Color Reproduction are defined, there needs to be a mechanism that converts the colors from different color spaces (gamuts) to an absolute 
color definition that can define all the colors we can see, and then back out again. This color space has to be large (encompassing all human vision) and absolute 
in its definitions (does not rely on any physical devices). It needs to be a translator of color between the various languages that we have discussed in the Color 
Models section and all color models need to “fit” within it for conversions.

Device-Specific Color Information

Device-Specific Color Information

Device-Specific Color Information

Device-Specific Color Information

Device-Specific Color Information

Device-Specific Color Information

Monitor
Profiles

Camera
Profiles

Scanner
Profiles

Color Laser
Profiles

All the
Colors

Color Plotter
Profiles

Manufacturing
Profiles

Visual Credit: Efi Corporation
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How Color Management Works - Defining and Converting Color between Devices:

• How Color Science Works - The Colors that Devices can Reproduce
Color Science comes to the rescue with the CIE color models. Both CIELAB and CIEXYZ color models are designed to encompass all the colors that we can see in 
addition to the ones outside of our ability to sense. Using CIELAB, computers with color management capabilities can convert between the many color spaces to 
translate color from one device to another. By using ICC Color profiles, color information can be tagged and defined at the file level, to the manufacturing process 
to close the loop on the color experience.

Transparency Film Slides

NTSC/PAL Broadcast Standard

CIE Chromaticity Diagram

CMYK Printing Color Space

Visible Light

Digital Camera

Color Profiling and Conversions
With the advent of computing power, the complex mathematical equations used to translate Chroma, Hue 
and Luminosity between the many color systems can be done quickly and easily. Color can be measured to 
exact detail in relation to how the human eye perceives these values and mapped between output devices 
like computer monitors and color laser printers. Additive and subtractive color spaces can be combined 
within a workflow, color can be accounted for across the chain of files, monitors, printing and manufacturing 
processes using ICC profiles that define in absolute terms.

The ICC Profile - Computer Generated Color Standard
ICC Profiles - Defines all the colors that a particular device or 
color space can reproduce in absolute terms.

• Color spaces, or gamuts, are defined in absolute colorimetric 
values so that they can be moved between different color systems 
for the best fidelity to the human eye.  

• Color readers can be used to measure variation in output from de-
vice to device, to hone the differences down to nearly imperceptible 
levels with proper management & equipment. 

• ICC profiles compensate for white point, changes in color percep-
tion (referred to as Delta E), pigments and phosphors, media color, 
lighting sources and viewing angles. 

• Device Link Profiles - Communicated color across multiple devices 
to lock color down in terms of rendering intent and possible variables 
based on the workflow.

Credit: Brad Zylman
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How Color Management Works - Defining and Converting Color between Devices:

• How Color Science Works - The Chain of Color
When embarking on Color Management, its critical to identify the points where it needs to be implemented. Without proper management across the entire workflow 
of the product, if one step is missing, all the work and effort in creating a Color Managed system can be for nothing. The Tolerances and points of the Color chain 
need to be communicated to the stakeholders so that everyone is on the same page. The Profiles that are created to keep color in compliance should follow indus-
try standards wherever possible and be backed up and available for your company to use where ever needed.

No Color Management - No Color Matches With Color Management - Color Matches

With out any Color Management layer, the original source is not matched through the rest 
of the color workflow chain. This leads to color ambiguity for the completion of the process 
and costs time and money in rework and missed expectations.

With Color management, the process can move freely with the operator knowing that his 
color will be reliable through the process, reducing rework and meeting expectations.

The Solution

Credit: http://xritephoto.com/color-management-guide Credit: http://www.brotherjet.com/i-icc-color-management-take-you-to-have-an-all-round-view-of-icc-715.html
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How Color Management Works - Defining and Converting Color between Devices:

• How Color Science Works - Scanner Calibration
Anything scanned from the physical world and brought into the virtual world has to be recreated digitally in some way. Often, the preferred method of doing this is 
to scan it and then work on it further. If the scanned capture is not color managed, your starting off with the wrong color.

The process to calibrate a scanner is a simple one:
1. Make sure no color management is currently active for the scanner.
2. Scan the desired type of calibration target.
3. Load the data reference file describing it. (The Reference Profile)
4. Process the scan with the data file in software to produce an ICC profile.
5. Use the ICC profile within your scanner software for future scans.

This process may have to be repeated for the types of things you scan:
•  Transparencies (possibly by film manufacturer)
•  Reflective Artwork (possibly by the media type)
•  Grayscale Images (possibly by the media type)
•  Printed Pages (to remove print screening at different resolutions)
•  Color Mode (scanning to RGB, Grayscale or CMYK color spaces)

Scanner
ICC Profile A

2. The Calibration Target

3. Calibration Scan

The Scanner

4. Calibration Software

The Calibration Software reads the Calibration Scan
and generates the color data. This data is compared to the 
Reference color data and an ICC profile is generated from 
the two files.

5. ICC Profile

1. Color Management  
OFF
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How Color Management Works - Defining and Converting Color between Devices:

• How Color Science Works - Digital Camera Calibration
The common digital camera can photograph colors that the human eye cannot see. The color information can be kept as part of the camera raw data and very 
customized color workflows can be created to render out color from these devices. However, calibrating your digital camera can save much image editing time and 
provide better pictures.

A Good Process to Calibrate a Digital Camera:
In order to visually adjust the color for your camera you’ll need to first calibrate your monitor. ICC 
profiles provide a way to insure consistent color. These files are specific to each device on your 
system and contain information about how that device produces color. If your digital camera or other 
software comes with a generic color profile for your camera model, it may give good enough results 
using automatic color correction.

1. To create a camera profile, simply photograph the target under a given light. If you have 
more than one camera, then use each body, with the same lens if possible.

2. Always capture raw files exclusively and not JPEGs, and use the - Adobe RGB or larger 
color gamut, not sRGB color. Always process the files in Adobe RGB since it gives a wid-
er color gamut (both good for print and on screen). You should use the same color space 
for both the calibration shot and subsequent images which will use the same profile.

3. In your preferred camera import software, select the imported image of the calibration 
target then export it to the calibration software. 

4. Follow the steps in the camera calibration software to create an ICC Profile.
5. Plug the resulting ICC profile back into your image capture/editing software.

Top flight monitors might not vary all that much, but a lower-end screen might be significantly 
‘off’. The resulting profile is used to adjust how your images are displayed on that screen, to 
eliminate the discrepancy.

The difficult thing is to work out how many calibrations are needed. In theory you should 
perform a calibration for each lighting source, lens, and even ISO.

1. Photograph a Calibration Target

2. Save Target 
(Camera Raw)

3. Import Target 

5. Setup ICC Profile
for Image Editing Software

Camera
Profile A

4. Generate ICC Profile 
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How Color Management Works - Defining and Converting Color between Devices:

• How Color Science Works - Video Camera Calibration
For the casual camcorder user, shooting great video is a cinch; there’s nothing to it. You just turn on the camera, make sure everything is set to Auto, and point 
and shoot. Even working the zoom is a piece of cake. But professional video production is a lot different.

A Simplified Video Camera Calibration
Professional video production must be as close to the level of perfection as possible, especially 
if you want to profit from your work. Feature films, for example, are typically created in hun-
dreds of bits and pieces, each created by different teams of people in discrete locations using 
different equipment in various lighting conditions, especially for shots made outdoors over 
several days, weeks or months. In the end, all of the bits and pieces must be edited together 
into one seamless production. Unless you’re paying homage to the low-budget B-movies of 
decades past, critics and audiences aren’t going to buy into a production in which the focus, 
light levels and colors are constantly changing. This is where test charts and other calibrating 
gadgetry come into play.
 Calibration charts are also used to calibrate individual cameras so that the scenes 
they capture appear identical. This is important when doing multi-camera shoots, because you 
want the output from each camera to flow seamlessly from one scene to the next. Of course 
you can always correct for color and lighting issues in post production, but the more you can 
do to match things before capturing a scene means less work in post—and a better finished 
product.
 Color charts, such as the popular ChromaDuMonde target shown here, are more 
complex. But they should all, nonetheless, generate a hexagonal trace on a vectorscope when 
the cameras and lighting are set up properly. This is, of course, a simplified explanation of how 
a vectorscope works, but you should get the general idea.
 Color charts are designed to indicate whether cameras are capturing colors pre-
cisely. While it’s relatively easy for anyone with good eyesight to determine whether or not 
something is in focus, judging color by eye is far more subjective. That’s why a device called 
a vectorscope is used to measure colors in a video signal. A vectorscope is a special type of 
oscilloscope that displays a graphical representation of the colors present in an image, and 
their intensities. A vectorscope has a circular display surrounding six boxes, each representing 
yellow, green, cyan, blue and magenta. When you feed a video signal into a vectorscope, dots 
representing each color that are present in the signal will fall into place in the rough shape of a 
hexagon, within the circular display.

1. Pre-Calibrate Camera and Shoot a 
Calibration Target on each Location

2. Save Target 
on Calibrated Camera

3. Import Video Data and  
use Target Frames as a  
Color Reference 

4. Confirm Color
to Target Reference
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How Color Management Works - Defining and Converting Color between Devices:

• How Color Science Works - Calibrating Your Computer Monitor
Most Modern GUI based Operating Systems like Mac OS, Windows and many flavors of Linux, support the calibration of your monitor with some type of built in 
tools. However, these are only a beginning for a complete and accurate calibration of any computer monitor. While there are many things to consider before taking 
on the process of creating a better calibrated screen, the biggest factors are often the ambient light in the room. With a properly calibrated display, an artist can 
save many hours of work by relying on the monitor as a “color proof”.

Monitor ICC Profiling with Proper Equipment
There are many tools for calibrating a computer screen. Unless you have taken the time and expense to 
purchase a profession grade monitor, going the extra mile of trying the calibration with profession color 
management equipment is probably not going to have an ROI.

With a Professional Grade Monitor
• Many Companies offer a Professional Monitor Series for specific needs such as video production, print pro-

duction, color retouching or photography. If you have such a monitor, make sure to go the extra mile and get a 
professional grade calibration package as well.  

• Sometimes referred to as monitor pucks, a color spectrophotometer (color reader) is a necessary piece of 
hardware to have for doing a proper calibration. Some professional series monitors have them built in and track 
the computer monitors performance over time. A Professional Grade monitors will hold the calibration for several 
weeks before needing to be tweaked. 

• A Professional Monitor will have a much larger color space that the typical consumer grade screen 
for it to properly display the colors in the environment you are trying to accurately represent. 

• Many of these higher end displays will come with software to help keep them in check, remind you 
when they need to be re-calibrated and offer a better white point and black point compensation for 
matching your manufacturing environment. They will also render color much more smoothly and 
consistently across the screen. 

If your computer is in a room where the light varies considerably, you might want to 
resign yourself to calibrating often, or just going with the OS tools, as you will never get 
a completely accurate representation of color. 

Above: Monitor during the cali-
bration process using a “puck”.

Left: Monitor calibration to be 
plugged back into the Color 
Management layer of the OS.
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How Color Management Works - Defining and Converting Color between Devices:

• How Color Science Works - Calibrating a Monitor for Video Production
In the field or in the office, a properly calibrated monitor is key to delivering quality work. By following a few simple steps to calibrate a video monitor, you can 
ensure what you see on your screen is what your video really looks like. In post production, a properly adjusted monitor is the only way to know how your finished 
work will display.

A Simple Video Monitor Calibration
Before you calibrate check the work area around the monitor. The lighting should be bright enough to work in but 
not overly bright to interfere with the monitor. Make sure there is no light reflecting on the surface of the monitor. 
You may need to turn on any equipment that’s around the monitor to ensure that there are no reflections from LEDs 
or other screens on the monitor when they’re running. Make sure the monitor screen is clean; this may seem trivial, 
but it can make a big difference. For a true video monitors, you’ll need to send color bars to the monitor.

1. Turn on the monitor and allow it to warm up for a few minutes (this will take longer on older CRT monitors).

2. Make sure that your color bars are being sent from your camera, editing computer or other device. Switch to the right input 
on your monitor to see the bars if you’re not already seeing them.

3. Adjust your monitor’s brightness, contrast, chroma and phase to their midpoints.

4. Notice the three short black bars on the lower right side of the screen below the red bar. These are called PLUGE bars 
(Picture Lineup Generation Equipment bars). Turn the chroma all the way down so that the image on screen is in black and 
white.

5. Look at the PLUGE bars. The bar on the left has a value of 3.5 IRE and the middle 7.5 IRE and the right 11.5 IRE. Since 
7.5 IRE is the darkest signal that can be in NTSC, you’ll want to adjust the brightness so that the left PLUGE bar and the 
middle PLUGE bar are the same as the larger black square next to them. The right PLUGE bar should just barely be brighter 
than the middle and left PLUGE bars.

6. Turn the contrast up all the way. The right PLUGE bar will become very bright. Turn down the contrast until you can just 
barely see where the bar is again. If the contrast is too high, the white square at the bottom left will start to bleed over onto 
the adjacent colors; this is very common on older CRT monitors. Turn the contrast down until the white square is well defined 
again. Now your luma is set; it’s time to work on the chroma.

7. Turn the chroma up to its middle position. Turn the “blue only” button on. Now at the top of the screen you’ll see alternat-
ing blue and black bars. For SDI, HDMI and component signals, you’ll only need to adjust the chroma so that the tops and 
bottoms of the blue bars match. For Y/C (S-Video) and composite, you’ll use the chroma to adjust the outside blue bars and 
the phase for the inside blue bars until the tops and bottoms match.

8. Look at a good target test chart to determine if the calibration looks correct visually.

Broadcast Monitor Calibration Bars

Blue Gun Only Calibration Bars

Test Chart
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How Color Management Works - Defining and Converting Color between Devices:

• How Color Science Works - How You Can Calibrate Your Color Printers
Typical Consumer level printers offer little to no color management tools that can be calibrated for accurate output. Many software packages and drivers that the 
manufacturer offers have any Color Managements tools besides simple paper optional settings. On a professional level, color printers and plotters can have pow-
erful image processors that allow for very granular control of the color output. The printing and publishing world has far surpassed the other markets in its ability 
to control and tailor color output, from RGB to CMYK workflows, to handling special colors, and even support for multiple printing queues and paper types.

The Simplified Process to Calibrate a Printer, Plotter or Digital Press:
1. Make sure no color management is currently active for the printer.
2. Linearize the Output Device (print and read a Linearization Chart). Repeat if 

needed to Linearize the Device.
3. Load the Reference File (print and read for a Base Calibration Profile)
4. Load the Base Calibration and Print a Target Calibration (Printing Target)
5. Print the Calibration Target and repeat until the Color Management Software is 

honed down to an acceptable (small) variation to match your print target.
6. Save the calibration files and settings to apply to that Printing Queue.

This process will have to be repeated for the types of things you Proof:
•  Transparency Pages (Film Media-Type)
•  Reflective Pages by the Media Paper Type (Glossy / Matte / Newsprint)
•  The Color Mode (Printing directly from RGB vs. CMYK vs. Grayscale pages/images)
•  Printer Resolution Output (300ppi / 1200ppi / 2400ppi)

2. The Linearization Chart

1. Color Management  
OFF

3. The Reference File

Base Calibration
Profile

4. Print a Printing Target 5. Finalize the Target Chart

NOTE: Many software drivers 
for professional grade printers 
come with their own software to 
calibrate themselves to various 
industry standards.

6. Save Print Queue  
Settings & Setup
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How Color Management Works - Defining and Converting Color between Devices:

• How Color Science Works - Pressroom Calibration (Part 1 of 2)
Color Science and the standards of Color Spaces have progressed to maturity on the Pressroom floor. Modern G7, idea Alliance, FOGRA and ISO standards have 
come a long way in helping produce repeatable color in process (CMYK) and Spot color printing. Many companies have closed the color loop to communicate 
color from loose images to final pages on press. This requires a close relationship with the Printer’s Prepress/Art-room department.

The Pre-Steps to Calibrate a Printing Press:
1. Strong process controls based on measurement and data collection for quality 

control, troubleshooting and to calculate press calibration curves.
2. Exacting press calibration based on continuous measurement of your printing 

conditions using a color photo-spectrometer (color reading equipment).
3. Sophisticated device-link color management technology to custom-correct each 

color in the file to match as closely as possible to the target color while econo-
mizing ink coverage.

4. Optionally, press to ink key presetting and press closed-loop color technologies 
present even greater repeatability and feedback adjustments.

Printing Press Controls
The press operator has direct control over how the press is mechanically and chemically 
set up during make-ready and the production run. This includes blanket tension, blanket 
packing squeeze pressure, back cylinder impression pressure, form roller stripe pressure, 
fountain solution chemistry conditions, registration, etc. During make-ready they try to 
achieve a press to proof color match by first aiming for some predetermined shop, house 
or industry color density targets. This is done by adjusting the water and ink key zones so 
the density is uniform and even across the sheet or web. It is very important that the set 
of house standards are set to nominal before embarking on the press calibration, and the 
press should be reset to these standards before starting any job.

There are numerous factors to Press calibration beyond the steps to calibrating 
an ink-jet plotter or a scanner. It is a complex machine that requires a great 
amount of mechanical knowledge to run properly. Any press calibration starts 
first with the prepress setup when the plates that the printing press needs are 
imaged. The Prepress Art department must have full control over the plate 
imaging calibration and house standards must be set, followed and measured.
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How Color Management Works - Defining and Converting Color between Devices:

• How Color Science Works - Pressroom Calibration (Part 2 of 2)
A Printing Press must be calibrates to a source or standard. This will have a set criteria for Paper color, dot gain, gray balance, tone reproduction, ink densities, 
and colorimetric data to hit within a certain range in order or consider a particular press to be calibrated for the media stock and line screen. Since most industrial 
printing presses have only partial control over the color, the Prepress/Art-room is the start of any press calibration.

The Steps to Calibrate a Printing Press:
1. Select a Standard to run to. This can be an in-house standard based on custom-

er needs, or an industry standard like G7, SWOP or FOGRA.
2. Prepare a press target sheet form to measure including separate ink densities,  

gray balance values, color bars per ink key, and color sensitive images to com-
pare to a calibrated proof that is set to the same standard.

3. Carefully set your press to your in-house standard setup for the many criteria of 
the press like: ink densities, blanket pressure and chemistry. Have the press run 
several sheets of the prepared press sheet target using only linearized plates. 
Read and document this linear data and create averages from it.

4. Using the colorimetric data, compare the linear press target data to the standard 
you are trying to match. Calculate the difference you need to adjust the plate 
curves based on the data, create a new press platesetter calibration to hit your 
desired standard target.

5. Repeat the press run using the newly adjust plates and remeasure your press 
target data. The new press run should be very close to the desired target. Adjust, 
if necessary and compare it to your desired Press targets, visually and using the 
color reader to compare. Keep in mind that you may need to do one or two more 
tweaks to hit the data marks in measured color density and visually.

This process will have to be repeated for different Press Conditions:
•  Any House Stock Papers Types
•  Different Types of Media (plastics, vinyl, metal)
•  Each Printing Press
•  Each Line Screen (133 / 150 / 175 / 200 / FM Screening)

1. Define the Standard

2. Prepare a Press Target

3. Prepare the Linearized 
Press Run

4. Read & Compare Press Data

5. Run Calibrated Plates  
& Compare

NOTE: This step usually requires some 
tweaks to the plate curves in order to hit the 
standard. Future press runs will need to be 
measured for quality control. Press targets 
and color proofs should also be compared to 
close the color loop internally.
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Building Material Color Measurement
From the cement and concrete that make up the walls or flooring of a building, to 
vinyl siding for the exterior, the window frames and flat glass of the window itself, the 
carpet and flooring tiles and the grout used to hold them down, and even the roofing 
materials, leading building material manufacturers around the world choose color 
measurement solutions with uncompromising quality and consistency that materials 
manufacturers demand and trust.

Chemical Color Measurement
Chemicals are used throughout industry to make a wide variety of consumer goods, 

and are indispensable in diverse industries such as food, agriculture, manufacturing, 
construction, life sciences, and many service industries. From polymers to plas-
tics, fertilizers to pharmaceuticals and petrochemicals, many of the world’s leading 
chemical manufacturers rely on colorimetry to ensure quality and consistency of their 
product.

Food Color Measurement
Food is not only an essential ingredient to life and the survival of a human being; it is 
also used to celebrate, calm and comfort, as much as to satisfy one’s appetite. For 
food manufacturers and producers around the globe, maintaining consistency of the 
color of their food products is not only a statement about their product quality, it is a 
quality statement about their brand.

Pharmaceutical Color Measurement
Today’s pharmaceutical market is vastly different from the first pills of ancient Egypt, 
which were small round balls containing medicinal ingredients and mixed with clay 
or bread. Today’s gel caps boast over 80,000 color combinations, and continuous 
advancements in technology consistently bring new and colorful coating products to 
market. Color is the most fundamental part of a drug’s personality with the unique 
ability to create emotional appeal, communicate functional values and benefits and 
distinguish one brand from another.

Other Industrial Processes
Color Science is used in all areas of industry including Cosmetics, Paper manufac-
turing, Toys, Coating Materials, Textiles, as well as the Packaging and Corporate 
Branding.

How Color Management Works - Defining and Converting Color between Devices:

• How Color Science Works - Manufacturing Color Controls
Color is a key indicator of the quality of a product and is also used to monitor stages during processing for many products. From building materials to cosmetics, 
color representation needs to be consistent and repeatable for the consumer to rely on the products. Manufacturing processes demand repeatable, measurable 
color science throughout the fabrication process to create products that the end users expect in color consistency.
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How Color Management Works - Defining and Converting Color between Devices:

• How Color Science Works - Lighting it Up!
Without a consistent light source for viewing color, all the work of color calibration can go out the door with bad light bulbs. This area of the color workflow is 
often glossed over and leads to ambiguity on the production process when the sample you look at does not seem to match what was approved during the design 
cycle. Over promising color fidelity and under delivering the product’s color will lead your customers right out the door.

There’s a new standard in town…
In May of 2009, the international color viewing standard for the graphic technology and 
photography industries was rendered immaterial. A new, more rigorous standard was 
established to take its place, challenging lighting system engineers and manufacturers 
worldwide to optimize the accuracy of critical color assessment. It was devised as a result 
of the proliferation of optical brighteners used in paper. This upgraded standard is the ISO 
3664:2009, revised to reflect tighter quality control guidelines in order to reduce miscom-
munication and other errors in color reproduction.

facturing to eliminate time consuming changes between the different areas.
 When standards for viewing were devised in the late 1800’s, electricity and light bulbs 
were not a reality for the day. So they picked an average sunny day at 5000°Kelvin. This became 
what is know and the Daylight 50 or D50 standard. This has been a standard in the graphic arts 
community for over 40 years.
 There are variations on these standards, but this is a good start to understanding the 
relationship between different colored light sources. It’s important to keep in mind that even though 
reddish light has a lower color temperature, its frequently described as warm. Bluish light, which 
has a higher color temperature, is described as cool. In this instance, warmer & cooler describe 
color, not temperature in Kelvins.
 When calibration and the creation of color profiles takes place, lighting conditions are a 
critical consideration. Standards include the temperature of the light (this translates into the color 
hue of the white point and overall illumination, the viewing angle of the onlookers, and the spectral 
characteristics of the overall color of the light as well (called gamma).
 On the computer monitor side, Adobe entered the fray in 1998, incorporating ICC color 
management into Photoshop. It specifies a WP of 6500°K. At the time it was introduced no device 
could actually record all of it, so unlike sRGB which was device based, Adobe RGB is more of a 
theoretical working space. However, many people have their monitors set to around 6500° prefer-
ring the brighter and bluish colors.

Above: This is not a true Color Temperature chart. Instead it is a hybrid, showing the color tempera-
tures of light sources most commonly encountered.

D50 Lighting D65 Lighting D28 Lighting

Viewing Conditions
Standard viewing conditions for evaluating color on proofs and press sheets are critical 
as the lighting of inks will cause some color to appear differently under different lighting 
conditions. By using standard viewing conditions color will appear the same when viewed 
at different locations. The importance of lighting goes through the whole workflow, the 
viewing conditions need to be the same in the customer viewing area, design and manu-
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Calibrated
Thread Color &

Material

How Color Management Works - Defining and Converting Color between Devices:

• How Color Science Works - Linking the Color Chain Together ( Examples 1 & 2 )
Once all the Devices in your color chain are calibrated, there is still one final step to do. You need to make sure that the software is using the proper color ICC 
profiles, that your Color Workflows are complete from start to finish, and that you are viewing color consistently across your workflows. Here are some examples 
of the color management chain of production.

Scanner
Profiles

Manufacturing
Data

Monitor
Profiles

Camera
Profiles

Monitor
Profiles

Photography Workflow1. Calibrated Input

2. Calibrated Monitor

3. Color Managed 
Software

4. Calibrated Output

5. Standardized Viewing

1. Calibrated Input

Simple Textile Workflow
1. Calibrated Input 4. Calibrated Output

2. Calibrated Monitor 3. CAD/CAM 
Software

Softproofing

Softproofing 5. Standardized Viewing
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Calibrated
Materials

How Color Management Works - Defining and Converting Color between Devices:

• How Color Science Works - Linking the Color Chain Together ( Examples 3 & 4 )
Once all the Devices in your color chain are calibrated, there is still one final step to do. You need to make sure that the software is using the proper color ICC 
profiles, that your Color Workflows are complete from start to finish, and that you are viewing color consistently across your workflows. Here are some examples 
of the color management chain of production.

Manufacturing
Data

Video Workflows1. Calibrated Video 
Camera Input

2. Trans-code to House
Standard Codex 4. Export Final

Color-Correct Video

1. FDA Approved
Materials

3. Recipe
Mixture Prepped

& Verified

2. Material Colors  
Spectral Check

5. Standardized  
Post-Check Viewing

5. Calibrated Viewing

Softproofing

3. Color Managed 
Editing Software

4. CAM Process

3. Final Product
Mixture Validated

Internal Standards Checks
  • Color
  • Opacity
  • Texture
  • Chemistry

Cosmetics Workflow


